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SIZE cm (L x W x H) CODE 
100 x 80 x 74 JL1008M74 
120 x 80 x 74 JL1208M74 
140 x 80 x 74 JL1408M74 
160 x 80 x 74 JL1608M74 
180 x 80 x 74 JL1808M74 
200 x 80 x 74 JL2008M74 

  
100 x 60 x 74 JL1006M74 
120 x 60 x 74 JL1206M74 
140 x 60 x 74 JL1406M74 
160 x 60 x 74 JL1606M74 
180 x 60 x 74 JL1806M74 
200 x 60 x 74 JL2006M74 
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STRUCTURE 
Main structure: each leg has a base on the ground made of a tubular steel pipe 80x20mm, well shaped at the 
edge and drilled in the central part in order to allow the access of a vertical tubular pipe steel with an 
elliptical section 40 x 80 mm. This latter is equipped with two holes placed at the ends of the pipe and is 
completed with light grey plastic caps that allow the structure to be channelled vertically. 
The leg is completed in the upper part with the 80x20mm tubular section fit for bear weight and drilled in 
accordance with the hole/bush set under the top. 
In the lower part there are two adjustable height feet in plastic material. 
The 80x40mm tubular steel beam fits with the leg shaft making a solid frame. Special slots are provided for 
horizontal electrification. 
The side extension consists of a leg and a beam, as described above, which can fit into the beam of the desk. 
The cables can be made to go up / down inside the leg, allowing the vertical passage of the cables. The 
upper section is of 52 cm and is in accordance with the width of the TOP; useful for all types of TOP size: 
desk (W.60.80 cm) and extension (W.60 cm). 

TOP 
Is made of melamine chipboard 25 mm thick with ABS edge on its sides; equipped with bush on the inner 
part in order to be fixed to the structure. Desks could have a width of 80 or 60 cm and a length of 100-120-
140-160-180-200 cm. Lateral side TOP is 60 cm width and could be 80-100-120 length.

ACCESSORIES 
Modesty Panel made of melamine chipboard; a frontal panel separator and a reception shelf with bracket. 

NOTE 
We can make meeting tables with a pipe leg and squared base on the ground; single TOP could be: round 
(Diam. 80/100/120), squared (120x120) and rectangular (200/250 x 100). Placing 2 rectangular TOP on 3 great 
pipe legs, we can offer a rectangular meeting desk with a size of 300/400 x 120. 

MODELS 

INFORMATIC WORKSTATION 
120° 

cm 200 x 121 x 74 JL2012M12 

DESK WITH EXT. ON RIHGT-
LEFT SIDE 

cm 160 x 120 x 74 
cm 160 x 120 x 74 
cm 160 x 160 x 74 
cm 160 x 160 x 74 
cm 180 x 120 x 74 
cm 180 x 120 x 74 

JL1612MWD 
JL1612MWS 
JL1616MWD 
JL1616MWS 
JL1812MWD 
JL1812MWS 
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cm 180 x 160 x 74 
cm 180 x 160 x 74 

JL1816MWD 
JL1816MWS 

 

EXTENSION 

cm 80 x 60 x 74 
 
cm 100 x 60 x 74 
 
cm 120 x 60 x 74 

JL0806MAL 
 
JL1006MAL 
 
JL1206MAL 

 

EXTENSION  WITH BEARING 3 
DRAWERS CABINET 

cm 80 x 60 x 74 
 
cm 100 x 60 x 74 
 
cm 120 x 60 x 74 

VZ0806AL3C 
 
VZ1006AL3C 
 
VZ1206AL3C 

 

EXTENSION  WITH BEARING 2 
DRAWERS CABINET 

cm 80 x 60 x 74 
 
cm 100 x 60 x 74 
 
cm 120 x 60 x 74 

VZ0806AL2C 
 
VZ1006AL2C 
 
VZ1206AL2C 

 

FINISHES 
 
METAL STRUCTURES 

   

TOP, MODESTY PANELS AND MELAMINE FRONTAL PANELS  

 


